
Change of Mind



Problem

• How will the Mandela Effect affect the memory of 

different age groups?



Variables

• Independent Variable- Photos of the Mandela effect

• Dependent Variable- Different age groups and their decisions

• Control Variables

• 1 All the same photos are shown to each age group

• 2 We gave them all one minute 

• 3 We made sure none of the products were around when testing

• 4 No distractions while testing (alone in a quiet room to help stay focused)

• 5 We gave them minimal  details, to not give away the answers



Research
• The Mandela Effect is a phenomenon that spread around the internet rapidly fast

• The Mandela effect consists of famous shows, movies, and more photos on the 

internet, that seems to have missing elements or different spelling. People debate 

on these examples on how they remembered it, later finding out its wrong.

• It got its name from Fiona Broome. 

• Researchers have found when testing, that young adults have more intelligent 

minds. 

• When testing on a child, they have more trouble recalling a memory. This is 

because memory can be affected by maturing and growing bodies. 

• These memories are stored in the hippocampus. 

• This allows people to remember certain details in life such as; notes, navigation, 

and being familiar with your surroundings. 

• They have also found that young adults have a better memory or recalling certain 

events



5 Vocab words you need to know

1. Confabulation- Definition: Involves your brain filling in gaps that are missing in your 

memories to make more sense of them. Confabulation tends to increase with age.

2. Misleading Postevent information- Definition: Information that you learn after an 

event can change your memory of an event. This includes event subtle information and 

helps to explain why eyewitness testimony can be unreliable.

3. Priming- Definition:  describes the factors leading up to an event that affects our 

perception of it. Also called suggestibility and presupposition, priming is the difference 

between asking how short a person is, versus how tall a person is. Makes a subtle 

suggestion that influences response and memory.

4. Hippocampus- Definition: Anatomy. an enfolding of cerebral cortex into the lateral 

fissure of a cerebral hemisphere, having a major role in learning, emotion, and memory, 

and named for the seahorse shape of its cross section.

5. Memory- Definition: The mental capacity or faculty of retaining and reviving facts, 

events, impressions, etc., or of recalling or recognizing previous experiences.



Hypothesis

If different examples of the Mandela Effect are shown 

to age groups. Then some ages might respond 

differently. Because based on research, different ages 

have more intelligent minds/memories. 



Materials

• People to test on (kids, teens, adults, and elders).

• Photos of the Mandela Effect

• Science fair board

• Paper and pencil

• Timer



Procedure

1. Show the different age groups the photos and let them 

decide.

2. Record our data on slides and our poster board.

3. Complete the rest of our board.

4. Turn it in!



Data Collection Table 
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Data Analysis
• We noticed that the teen age group got more correct
• When giving them 1 minute time limit, most people took their time to decide

• Some age groups recognized some of the photo examples, others didn't.

• Most of the kids had trouble due to the fact that they are unfamiliar with the 
photos we showed, since they are younger.

• The elders had more trouble with board game or social media, unlike how teens 
and adults are more online. But, we had one elder that got all of them correct, 
this may be since they have been online more than the other elders.

• We think that the teens are better at remembering these certain things, since 
they are in more relevant times and more on social media. Along with most 
adults. 



Data Analysis Graph



Conclusion
• My hypothesis was accepted because we got many mixed answers, and the 

teens ended up get the most correct.

• Based of our data, many people had different thoughts and answers when 

being tested. This is because, based on our research, peoples memories can 

vary depending on different things they have experienced or viewed on the 

internet.

• Misleading Information could have affected the testing, it can change 

people's memories. Making the think they remember it the correct way, but 

the internet could have changed their correct memories.

• When on the internet, people will give you false information, causing you to 

believe that it is true. This could interfere with how people test, or even work 

in the real world. 



Application 

• I believe, people should know about the Mandela Effect. It's a cool 

way to see how things might actually be that you never really think 

of. It’s a fun thing to come across on the internet. But, it can also 

help in real life. It can help you really think, and is an exercise for 

your brain. You can also think back to other things and realise that 

you may have been getting things wrong. 

• I would want to expand on more photos of the Mandela Effect. We 

can get lots more information and many more results on our testing. 
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